
 
We meet at the Llysfasi Campus of Coleg Cambria, which is on the Ruthin/Wrexham road. Our 

meeting starts at 10am and we need to leave by 4pm. Visitors are welcome, at a charge of £3 for 

the day. Tea and coffee is provided, bring your own lunch. 

Please remember to park in the car park to the left of the entrance, though we can use the area by 
the building to drop off and collect. 

Tea, coffee and biscuits available, but we ask for a donation in aid of cancer charities. 

 

2018 Programme (A Work in Progress!) 

 

 
July’s Shibori dyeing 

workshop was a great day 

thanks to Krythia and Gill.  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

A reminder about the July workshop with Katie Weston.  
Members need to bring the following 

A spinning wheel. At least 3 bobbins (the bobbins need to be empty.) 

A separate lazy kate. Not the one built in to their wheel… if you don’t have one then you can easily make one 

using a shoe box and knitting needles. Something to use to wind off samples 
 

Katie says that people will get more out of the workshop if they have their wheel well maintained and ready to 

spin. Time I spend fixing wheels is time taken away from the main content of the workshop. Members will also 
get more out of the workshop if they have done some spinning recently, sitting down at a wheel for the first 

time in a month will make an already technical workshop even more challenging! 

 

July 21st. Spinning colour blends workshop with Katie Weston of Hilltop Cloud. 
All places now filled. See below for details  

August 6th. 

Bryn Eglwys Show (Sunday). We need to set up around 12. Explain to any 
officials inside the gate that you need to drive over to the showfield to unload 

before taking your car to carpark field. (You might get away with leaving your 

car near our gazebo.) The showground is in a field by the side of the A5104, 

on your left if coming from Chester/Wrexham/Llandegla direction. It's on the 
straight bit of the A5104 on the eastern side of Bryneglwys. 

August At Homes 

TBA 
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Gill has the following people booked on the workshop: Chris, Gill, Jenni, Bryn, Jenny, Jacqui, Jacqui’s friend, 

Pauline, Janet, Clair, Krithia and Emily. 

And a  reminder that the fee is £10 workshop and £7 fibre. Money for fibre will be collected by Katie, so please 

don’t add it on a cheque for workshop.  
 

The Back Page 
 

Show season is now well under way with the guild demoing on Saturday and Sunday at the Rhug Country 
Show near Corwen. Thanks to everyone who helped out (I’ve lost the names!) but here are a couple of the 

sunday helpers working hard! (Saturday got very quiet in the afternoon owing to a certain football match). 

 

 
 

 
 

 

From Jane Haworth  
I have for sale my Ashford Kiwi II spinning 

wheel, which is less than a year old. (A 

house move means that I have downsized to 
a Victoria). It comes with 6 standard 

bobbins, 3 jumbo bobbins, a jumbo sliding 

hook flyer kit, a high speed adapter kit and a 
lazy Kate. All together this cost £570, and I 

am looking for £370 or very near offer. It’s 

in perfect condition and full working order. 
Buyer collects from Mold, or I may be able to 

meet part-way/deliver for cost of petrol. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Please contact  the web manager  if you have anything of interest for the newsletter 

 


